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Introduction 

Backgrounds 

AGA Burger, a small restaurant located 

in a small alley in Changhua, was built 

up by a local couple with great efforts 

put into it. Due to pure passion for 

burgers and a dream to have their own 

restaurant, they opened their first one in 

Ximending, Taipei, in June 2013.  

However, the profits made by a catering 

business are inherently not as high, and 

the rent in Taipei was extremely 

expensive. As a result, they decided to 

close up the restaurant temporarily to 

look for another site.  

Since the owner himself was originally 

from Changhua, and he had noticed that 

most of the restaurants in Changhua 

were mainly served traditional local 

cuisines. In addition, the market for 

burger places in Changhua was not as 

saturated as it was in Taipei. Therefore, 

in 2016, he made up his mind to take his 

spouse back to Changhua and started 

over again. 

Operational Philosophy 

They stick firmly to the operational 

philosophy of always doing as they can, 

and not trying to reach for something 

beyond their grasp. They even designed 

and made all the decorations of the 

restaurant with their own hands, in order 

to provide a dining environment that is 

clean, simple, and peaceful.  

They also aim to create the sense of 

home, and they try to be as kind and 

friendly as possible while interacting 

with the customers. They strongly 

Figure 1 AGA Burger Internal Environment 
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believed that having a good mood while 

having a meal is very important, because 

when you feel good, everything tastes 

better. That’s why they put such high 

value on customers’ dining experiences. 

Foods 

In terms of the dishes, they insist on 

picking up the ingredients by themselves. 

Since the burden of rent has become 

lighter, they pay lots of attention to 

natural ingredients. They aim to present 

the original tastes of food, so they 

choose to use the simplest, freshest, and 

unprocessed ingredients. Usually when 

it comes to burgers, people think of 

“junk food”. Nevertheless, the 

inspiration of turning the lettuce into hot, 

cooked vegetables has changed people’s 

perspectives on burgers that it is possible 

to attain the balance of nutrition while 

eating burgers. They find it surprisingly 

interesting that a lot of the elders are 

willing to give it a try, following with high 

acceptance.  

They’ve created burgers that are 

acceptable and unique to the customers, 

while differentiating themselves from 

their competitors. It then leads to a 

conclusion that, “the way to customers’ 

hearts is through satisfying their 

stomachs with such simple and honest 

Figure 2 AGA Burger Internal Environment 
Figure 3 AGA Burger Menu 
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cooking spirit.” 

Vision 

As for their vision of the future, they 

wish that they can open more 

restaurants, under the name of AGA, 

with different kinds of natural and tasty 

delicacies. 

Project Objectives 

Innovative Process 

The reason why we chose AGA Burger 

for our project is because their making 

of burgers is different from other burger 

places. They replace lettuce with cooked 

cabbage and boiled asparagus. It’s a 

mixture of Western- and Eastern-styled 

burger, with a taste of freshness lingering 

in the mouth. 

Vintage Décor 

When it comes to the styles of products 

or architecture, entrepreneurs put a 

great emphasis on innovation and 

creativity. The design of AGA Burger is 

based upon old houses, with handmade 

decorations embellished on the walls 

inside the restaurant. With a vintage 

Figure 4 AGA Beef Burger 

Figure 5 AGA Burger Meal 
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look on the outside, it attracts both 

young and middle-aged people to come 

having meals, taking pictures, and 

sharing with their friends on the Internet, 

which allows the restaurant to increase 

its exposure to even more people. 

Dietetic Hygiene 

Nowadays, people strongly value 

dietetic hygiene. The owners of AGA 

Burger pick up their main ingredients at 

the nearby traditional market in 

Changhua, and the seasonings are 

bought at an American-styled market.  

Since their kitchen is an open kitchen, 

customers are able to see the cooking 

and making processes through their 

dining tables, which provides them the 

reassurance they might need. 

Wide Range of Customers 

It is known that the middle-aged 

population in Changhua is higher than 

other cities in Taiwan. Some of the 

middle-aged people might not like the 

regular American burgers as much, but 

since the burgers in AGA are a mixture 

of Western and Eastern styles, the 

middle-aged people are very fond of it, 

and sometimes they would even bring 

their family with them. This wide range 

of customers allows us to collect 

opinions from customers at various ages, 

Figure 6 AGA Burger Open Kitchen (back) 

Figure 7 AGA Burger Internal Decorations 
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which is beneficial for us to present a 

diversity in our sampling. 

In summary, due to the four aspects 

mentioned above, we believe that AGA 

Burgers can provide us useful 

information for our project. To own a 

restaurant isn’t easy. They started their 

business from nothing, and with the 

assistance of customers’ word-of-mouth, 

they are gradually making their dreams 

come true. In this project, we’re mainly 

going to study their service quality, and 

the underlying factors that help them to 

achieve their success or lead them to 

potential failure. 

Methods & 

Results 

Methods 

In our research on customers’ 

perceptions and expectations of the 

service quality of AGA Burger, we 

adopted two types of marketing research 

programs: SERVQUAL surveys and 

Critical incident studies. The detailed 

information is shown as follows. 

SERVQUAL Surveys 

According to a research done by 

Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry (1988), 

“a refined scale (‘SERVQUAL’) with 22 

items spread among five dimensions 

(Tangibles, Reliability, Responsiveness, 

Assurance, and Empathy).” It’s said that 

these five dimensions are used to 

measure customers’ perceptions of 

service quality. However, another paper 

written by Stanworth, Hsu, & Chang 

(2014) indicated that the Western-based 

quality measurement (SERVQUAL) is 

not able to fully apply to non-Western 

cultural contexts. They then created and 

developed a scale to assess customers’ 

perceptions of service quality for the 

Chinese cultural contexts. Since Taiwan 

is also within the Chinese cultural 

contexts, we applied their findings of the 

six service quality dimensions (Chin-
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chieh, Respect, Professionalism, Sense 

of Sincerity, Active Service, and 

Comfortableness) in our research. 

We designed our online questionnaire 

(See Appendix) based on the six service 

quality dimensions mentioned above. 

The detailed contents of the 

questionnaire are illustrated as follows. 

[Section 1: General Information of 

Customers] 

In this section, participants are asked of 

their gender, age, educational level, 

residential area, and income level. 

[Section 2: Service Quality-Perceptions] 

In this section, participants are asked to 

rate the statements under each of the six 

service quality dimensions from strongly 

disagree to strongly agree. Listed as 

follows: 

Chin-chieh 

 Use warm greetings and concerns. 

 Nice face to the customers at all time. 

 Pay extra attention for those who 

were in need (e.g. the elder, the weak, 

the pregnant, and children).  

Respect 

 Provide equal service for everyone. 

 Usage of courteous phrases (please, 

thank you, excuse me, and sorry). 

 Ask for permission before serving or 

providing service. 

 Focus on serving each one of the 

customers. 

Professionalism 

 Provide specific and detailed 

introduction of the dishes when 

asked. 

 Deliver the food in the right order 

(e.g. appetizer  main course  

drink). 

 Dressed neat and tidy. 

Sense of Sincerity 

 Never forget the promised service. 

 Responsive to customers’ requests. 

 Won’t blame customers, and 

admitted their mistakes. 

Active Service 

 Step forward and inquire customers’ 

needs if they look around. 

 Actively recommend special meals. 

 Pay attention to the tables all the time. 
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Comfortableness 

 Won’t look customers up-and-down. 

 Keep certain distance with customers. 

 Give customers an uninterrupted 

space for meals. 

 Won’t ask customers about personal 

or irrelevant questions. 

[Section 3: Service Quality-Expectations] 

In this section, participants are asked to 

compare their expectations of an 

excellent restaurant to their perceptions 

of AGA Burger restaurant, and rate the 

six service quality dimensions from 

strongly disagree to strongly agree 

according to the statements and 

questions. Listed as follows: 

 When customers have a problem, an 

excellent restaurant will show sincere 

interest in solving it. 

 Considering a “world class” 

restaurant to be a “5,” how would 

you rate AGA Burger restaurant’s 

performance on the following service 

features? 

 Compared with the level of service 

you expect from an excellent 

restaurant, how would you rate AGA 

Burger restaurant’s performance on 

the following? 

 For each of the following dimensions, 

choose the number that indicates 

how AGA Burger restaurant’s 

performance compares with your 

minimum service level. 

 For each of the following dimensions, 

choose the number that indicates 

how AGA Burger restaurant’s 

performance compares with your 

desired service level. 

Critical Incident Studies 

The questions to be asked in this 

method, we referred to the ones that are 

listed in a research done by Bitner and 

Tetrault (1990). Illustrated as follows: 

 Think of a time when, as a customer, 

you had a particularly satisfying or 

particularly dissatisfying dining 

experience in AGA Burger 

restaurant. 

 What specific circumstances led up 

to this situation? 
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 Exactly what did the employee say or 

do as a response to the situation? 

 What resulted that made you feel the 

experience was satisfying or 

dissatisfying? 

Results 

SERVQUAL Surveys 

[Section 1] 

Gender 

With 101 responses we received, there 

are 63 female respondents and 38 male 

ones. This result also shows that in 

general there are relatively more female 

customers than male ones. 

Age 

The result indicates that most of the 

customers in AGA Burger are young 

people. However, since the burgers of 

AGA Burger are different from the 

regular American ones, elder people 

seem to be more acceptable to them, 

which provides a wide age range of 

customers in AGA Burger. 

Educational Level 

The result shows that the customers of 

AGA Burger are mainly composed of 

college students. 

Residential Area 

The result obviously shows that the 

customers are mostly from Changhua, 

and the rest might be composed of 

62%

38%

Female Male

Graph 2 Gender Distribution 
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travelers, tourists, business people, etc. 

Income Level 

The result shows that the income level 

of a large group of customers in AGA 

Burger belongs to the section of under 

NT$20,000. This might imply that the 

meal prices in AGA Burger are not too 

high. 

[Section 2] 

Chin-chieh 

The result shows that the majority of the 

customers agree to the aspect of Chin-

chieh in AGA Burger, especially for the 

owners wearing nice face to customers at 

all time. 

Respect 

In terms of the aspect of respect, 

67%

33%

Changhua County Other

Graph 5 Residential Area Distribution 
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customers in AGA Burger highly agree 

to the owners being polite and attentive 

to their customers. 

Professionalism 

Compared with other aspects of service 

quality, customers’ perceptions of 

professionalism are not as united. 

Nevertheless, most of the customers 

agree to this aspect when it comes to 

AGA Burger’s service quality. 

Sense of Sincerity 

As the result indicates, the owners of 

AGA Burger are still being sincere and 

patient to their customers even when 

they’re busy. 

Active Service 

The result shows that even when the 

owners of AGA Burger are busy, they 

still pay attention to customers’ needs. 

However, we noticed that there is a 

small group of people responded that 

they didn’t experience the activeness 

when it comes to actively 

recommending special meals. 
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Comfortableness 

The result indicates that the majority of 

the customers feel that dining in AGA 

Burger is relaxing and burden-free. 

However, we did notice that there is few 

respondents who didn’t agree to 

statements as keeping certain distance 

with customers or giving customers an 

uninterrupted dining environment. We 

assumed that since the owners didn’t 

strictly stopped people from chatting or 

laughing out loud, it’s likely that some of 

the customers might feel disturbed or 

offended. 

[Section 3] 

 When customers have a problem, an 

excellent restaurant will show sincere 

interest in solving it. 

(The majority of the respondents 

agree to this statement.) 
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 Considering a “world class” 

restaurant to be a “5,” how would 

you rate AGA Burger restaurant’s 

performance on the following service 

features? 

(Most of the people believed that a 

“world class” restaurant because of 

its relatively higher price, the service 

quality must be really nice. 

Compared with it, the majority of the 

respondents feel that with the meal 

prices of AGA Burger, it’s good 

enough for their service quality.)  

 Compared with the level of service 

you expect from an excellent 

restaurant, how would you rate AGA 

Burger restaurant’s performance on 

the following? 

(As the result indicates, the majority 

of the respondents consider AGA 

Burger as an excellent restaurant. 

However, there are still few 

disagreements when it comes to 

Chin-chieh, Active Service, and 

Comfortableness.) 

 For each of the following dimensions, 
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choose the number that indicates 

how AGA Burger restaurant’s 

performance compares with your 

minimum service level. 

(During our data collection stage, at 

first we didn’t expect that the 

respondents would be confused with 

the question. Even though we added 

on extra explanations about this 

question, the received responses still 

don’t provide any useful information. 

Thus, we considered this as invalid.) 

 For each of the following dimensions, 

choose the number that indicates 

how AGA Burger restaurant’s 

performance compares with your 

desired service level. 

(During our data collection stage, at 

first we didn’t expect that the 

respondents would be confused with 

the question. Even though we added 

on extra explanations about this 

question, the received responses still 

don’t provide any useful information. 

Thus, we considered this as invalid.)  

Critical Incident Studies 

We interviewed 10 customers in total in 

AGA Burger restaurant, and the first 

thing that came into their minds were all 

about particularly satisfying dining 

experience. Though some of them did 

mention about a couple of flaws, they 

didn’t affect their willingness to dine in 

AGA Burger again. Since the customers 

were aware of the dining space being 

rather limited, most of them could 

understand and tolerate the slow serving 

pace when the restaurant was crowded. 

However, we also discovered that during 

our interviews, the majority of the 

customers were there the first time, or 

some of them couldn’t really tell us 

about an exact satisfying incident or 

situation of their dining experiences. For 

those who were there the first time, we 

could only ask them about their feelings 

towards the service quality based on that 

one single time, so it could be difficult to 

develop further conversation. As for 

those who couldn’t really give a specific 
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example of their particularly satisfying 

dining experience, we’re saying that in 

terms of service quality, they couldn’t 

describe much about their interactions 

with the owners of AGA Burger. To 

them, they could feel the sense of chin-

chieh and see the smiling faces from the 

owners, they would consider it to be a 

satisfying experience. Therefore, they 

believed that AGA Burger is an 

innovative restaurant with nice service 

quality. 

Key Success & 

Failure Points 

According to the results of SERVQUAL 

surveys and the critical incident studies, 

we think that the key success and failure 

points of AGA Burger are as follows. 

Success Points 

Perception 

Most of the customers are aware of 

Chin-chieh and respect, and over 70% 

of them think that the owners of the 

restaurant care for them and always wear 

a smile on their faces. They make 

customers feel the sense of sincerity, and 

they also actively inquire customers’ 

needs. The way they treat the customers 

allows the customers to feel comfortable, 

relaxed, and even a sense of home while 

dining there. 

Foods 

They insist on using fresh ingredients, so 

they always pick up what they can get 

from local traditional market. The most 

distinguishing feature of their burgers is 

that instead of putting lettuce, they 

choose to place boiled or cooked 

vegetables in it. The owners of the 

restaurant aim to have customers savor 

the original taste of foods. Therefore, 

they cook every dish in the simplest way, 

and they suggest not to add on any 

seasonings at their first taste. 

Restaurant Décor 

The internal decorations put an 
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industrial touch to the restaurant. Most 

of the decorations in the restaurant are 

second-handed or picked up from some 

deserted houses by the owners, for the 

sake of lowering the costs, as well as 

catching up with current trend of 

restaurant décor. In addition, with the 

warm, soft lighting in the restaurant, it 

fills the air with a relaxing and soothing 

atmosphere. As for the design of the 

open kitchen, it allows the customers to 

clearly see what’s going on in the kitchen, 

and hopes that they could understand 

what causes a rather slow serving pace. 

Geographic Location 

Located near the train station and a high 

school, it not only brings in tourists on 

the weekends, but also plenty of 

students coming after school on the 

weekdays. 

Failure Points 

Small Dining Space 

Since the restaurant has a limited dining 

space and very few tables, it’s not able to 

fit in too many customers even if they 

wanted to.  

Slow Serving Pace 

There are two main reasons causing the 

restaurant to have a rather slow serving 

pace. For one, the small space of their 

open kitchen literally limits the number 

of the staff. Hiring another person 

would be too crowded for them. 

Another reason is the owners’ fear of 

technological outflow. They insist on 

maintaining the quality of their dishes, 

and that’s what stops them from getting 

another chef. 

Dine-in Only 

They do not accept take-out orders 

because they are trying to avoid anything 

that could possibly affect the quality of 

their dishes. 

Based on the results of our survey, the 

fundamental factors that would 

probably lead them to a potential failure 

have nothing to do with their service 

quality. Instead, it’s mainly because of 
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the original setting of their restaurant, i.e. 

staff number, size of the restaurant, etc. 

Identified 

Delighting Factors 

Service Quality 

According to the results of our survey, 

three out of the six service quality 

dimensions have been identified to be 

the factors that could mostly delight the 

customers of AGA Burger. The three 

dimensions are illustrated as follows. 

Chin-chieh 

In terms of chin-chieh, we’ve discovered 

that since the owners of AGA Burger 

always wear a smile on their faces 

whenever they face the customers, the 

customers see this as an important 

indicator to the performance of service 

quality. Compared with warm greetings 

and concerns and the extra attention to 

the special needs, the customers seem to 

care more about the friendliness and 

how the owners appear to them. 

Respect 

When it comes to respect, we’ve found 

out in our research that the customers 

value whether or not the owners use 

courteous phrases, or whether or not 

they ask for permission before providing 

services. Though the courteous phrases 

might be common manners to some 

people, asking permissions would make 

customers feel that the owners do care 

about their feelings. 

Comfortableness 

As for comfortableness, we’ve come to a 

conclusion that customers do mind 

being asked about personal or irrelevant 

questions while dining in a restaurant. In 

addition, it’s also important to keep a 

certain distance with customers as well 

as to avoid looking customers up-and-

down. These are the aspects that AGA 

Burger restaurant has managed to do, 

and that’s what makes the customers 

agree to their nice service quality. 
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Opportunities 

In the process of our research, we also 

identified some of the opportunities for 

AGA Burger to listen to customers’ 

needs and to improve themselves.  

During our interviews with the 

customers, many of them identified a 

few circumstances that would make 

them not feel as satisfying. However, 

these circumstances have less to do with 

their service quality; moreover, it’s about 

the original setting of the restaurant. 

Such as the small dining space, slow 

serving pace, we believe that these minor 

complaints are for the owners to decide 

whether it’s necessary to make changes 

for. 
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Appendix 

SERVQUAL Survey Online Questionnaires 
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